
 
 
 

FOLLOW-UP MORAL DAMAGE RULING 

 
 
Mexico City, February 13, 2024. Following up on the relevant events published by Aleatica, S.A.B. 
de C.V. (“Aleatica” or the “Company”) (BMV: “ALEATIC”) on September 23, 2015, April 19, 2021, 
March 16, 2022, and January 25, 2024, related to the moral damages procedures filed by the 
Company referred to therein, the Company informs that: 
 
Today a new ruling was issued, by which the Ninth Civil Chamber of the Superior Court of Justice of 
Mexico City sentences Tecnología Aplicada Infraiber, S.A. de C.V. (“Infraiber”) to the remediation of 
the moral damage caused to Aleatica and its subsidiary Concesionaria Mexiquense, S.A. de C.V. 
 
The ruling determines that Infraiber acted with effective malice. In other words, that Infraiber 
misinformed society and the investing public deliberately, knowing that its statements were false, 
with the intent to damage and discredit them.   
 
The remediation for the moral damage consists of publishing the condemnatory ruling in the media 
outlets where Infraiber’s false imputations have been disclosed, as well as the payment of an 
amount to be determined. 
 
The ruling may be challenged through an amparo proceeding, in which case, we trust it would be 
confirmed.  
 
The Company will continue implementing the necessary legal actions to defend its rights and fight 
the illegal smear campaign of Infraiber and its legal representative Paulo Díez, based on false 
statements.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
About Aleatica, S.A.B. de C.V. 

 
Aleatica, S.A.B. de C.V. is positioned as a relevant transport infrastructure operator in the industry within the metropolitan 
area of Mexico City, both for the number of concessions awarded and the miles of highways under management. 
Currently, Aleatica, S.A.B. de C.V. builds, manages, operates and maintains 7 toll roads and one airport. The highway and 
related infrastructure concessions are located in urban areas with high vehicular traffic in Mexico City, the State of Mexico 
and the State of Puebla. For more information visit our web page www.aleatica.com. 
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